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Introduction

I

wrote this lillie book for one reason. We all know that a great
deal of trouble surrounds issues of difference in this sociely,
trouble reh~lillg to gender, and race, sexual orienlation. eth
nicily, sodal class. A huge store of knowledge, from scientific
research LO passionate memoirs, documents this trouble and
leaves no doubt that it causes enormous amounts of injustice
and unnecessary suffering.
For alllhat we know. however, we still don't Seem to have an
understanding of the trouble we're in that allows us to do some
thing about it. We are, both individually and collectively, stuck
in a kind of paralysis that perpetuates the trouhle and its human
consequences.
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All of us are part of the problem. There is no way to avoid
llial as long as We live in the world. DtH we could also make our
selves part of the solution if only we knew how. This hook pro
vides a way of thinking ahoutthe lrouble Ihat has Ihe potential
to help us become part of the Solulion by gelling liS unSluck.
It provides a framework that is conceptual and theoretical on
the one hand and grollnded in the experience of everyday
life on the other. Thlls it allows us to see not only where the
trouble comes frolll, but how we as individual!i are connected to
it, which is the oilly thing (bat gives liS the potential to make a
differenre.
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When most people read the phrase "how we liS indivirluals
are connected to it," they think lhey're about to be told they've
done sometbing wrong. that blame and guilt aren't far behind,
especially if they are white or male or heterosexual or of a privi
leged class. This defensive reaction has done more than perhaps
anything else to keep us stuck in our current paralysis by pre
venting each of us from taking the steps required to become
part of the solution,
As a white, male, heterosexual I middle-clOlss professional, I
know about such feelings from my own life. But as a sociologist,
I also know that it's possible to understand the world and myself
in relation to it in ways that get past the defensive feellngs and
give us all a common ground from which to work for chauge,
My purpose in this book is to articulate that understanding in
ways that are clear and compelling and, above all, useful. The
sociological framework the book offers is conceptual and theo
retical. It is about how we think. But always the purpose is to
change how we think so that we can change how we act, and by
changing how we participate in the world. become part of tbe
complex dynamic through which the world itself will change,
Because my primary goal is to change how people think
about issues of difference and privilege, I've heen less con
cerned with describing all the forms that difference can take
and the problems associated with them. In choosing, I've been
drawn to forms of difference that are the most pervasive. that
affect the greatest number of people, and that produce the
most harm, Also, like any author, I tend to stick to what I know
best. A5 a result l I focus almost entirely on gender, race, social
class, and, in a less extensive way, sexual orientation.
Because the nature of class is unique, I don't analyze it in
the same way that I look at other forms of difference, Class dif
ferences have huge effects on people's lives, but class is funda
mentally different from gender, race. and sexual orientation.
The most important difference is that while we all have the
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potential to ch~lIge our clas.~ position, the Olher form.~ of differ
ence are almost impossihle to change, Unlike class, differences
of gender, race, OlIUI sexual orientation are associllted with the
body it.o;;elf. From the moment of birth, for example, the assign
ment of people to categories of female or male is ba~ed almost
entirely on their pJlysical attributes and appearance.
But class still figures prominently in the book, becOlllse class
differences and the capitalist economic system that produces
them playa key role in how the trouble around difference works
and how each of us experiences it. The historical root~ of mod
ern racism, for example, are primarily economic, and while
racism is a problem that involve., all white people, how it plays
out in white people's lives varies depending on their social class.
In some ways, for example, the ,o;;ocial advantage of being white
will tend to be more significant for lower- and working-dass
whites than it will for whites in lhe middle and upper classes. A
la.ck of class privilege can make it more important to draw upon
white privilege as a form of compensation. Without taking such
patterns into account l it's difficult 10 know just what something
like "race privilege" means,
To some degree, this book cannot help having a white,
straighl, male. middle-class point of view, because that's whal my
background is, BUl lbal combinalion of social characleristics
does not simply limil me, for ellch also provides a bridge from
my own experience to some porlion of almosl every reader's
life. I cannot know from my own experience, for example, what
it's like to be a woman or a person of color or a homosexual in
this society. But I can bring my experienc,e as a white person
lo the struggle of white people-including white women and
lower·class white men-to deal with the subject of racism, just as
I can bring my experience as a man to men's work-including
gay men and men of color-around the subject of sexism and
male privilege, In lhe same way, I can hring my experience as
a straight person to the challenge faced by heterosexuals--of
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whatever gender or race or class-who want to come to terms
\viLh hctcrosexism and homophobia.
What 1 don't know from my own experience I have to sup
plenlent by studying the experience and research and writings
of ot.hers, which I've been working at since 1 received my Ph.D.
in sociology almost thirty years ago. During that time, I've
designed and taught courses on class and cdpilalism, the so
ciology of gender, feminist theory, alld, with a female Afric<l.n
Anlerican colleague, race in the United States. I've WTitten a
book on gender inequality (The Gender Knot: Unraveling Our
Patriarchal Legacy). I've been active in the movement against
violence against women rl:nd have done diversity training in cor
porations and universities.
None of this means I'm in a position to say the last word on
anything or that this book will reflect everyone's experience of
difference and privilege. If, however, I've succeeded in what
I set out to do here-and only you will know if I have-then I
believe the result will be a book that has something to offer
almost everyone who wants to deal with these difficuh issues
and help change the world for the better.
Allan G. Johnson
ColiinsviHe, Connecticut
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CHAPTER 1

Rodney King's Question
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n 1991, a black motorist named Rodney King suffered a brutal
beating at the hands of police omcers in Los Angeles. When
his assailants were acquitted-in spite of evidence that included
a videotape of the incident-and riots broke out in Los Ange
les, King uttered the exasperated plea that wuuld become fa
mous as it echoed across the lOllg history and deep divide of
racism in the United States. "Can't we aU just get along?"
His words formed a simple yet eloquent summary of the
current state of ollr racial dilemma. what the black leader and
scholar W. E. B. Du Bois called a century ago "the problem of
the color line." But in I<.ing's few words, he said more than that.
Past his exasperation lies a real and serious question, one that
has haunted us ever since the Civil War brought down the insti
tution of slavery. Like any serious question, it sits cUlU waits for
what it deserves, which is a serioll.., allSWC1'.
At the dawn of the tweuty-first century, it is dear that how
ever much people might wish it otherwise, the answer is stiB no.
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vVhcther it's a matter of can't or WOII't, the truth is that we sim
ply don't get along. Segregation ~[l housing and schools is stub-
Lorn and pervasive, and the average wealth of white families is
almos[ ten Limes that of blacks. The steady corrosion that every

day racism causes to the fabric of social life is everywhere. It
especially galls middle-class blacks who believed what whites
told them, that if they did everything right-if they went to
school and worked hard and made something of themselves
race would no longer be an issue. But they soon discovered, and
they learn anew every day, that nothing seems to protect them
from their vulnerability to white racism.
As I write this, I'm aware that some readers-whites in par
ticular, and especially those who don't have the luxury of class
privilege-may already feel put off by my u,e of word' like
racism, white, and, even worse, white racism. One way to avoid
stich reactious is to follow the advice I was once given to not use
the words at all. As the rest of this book will try to make clear,
however, if we dispense with the words we make it impossible to
talk about what's really going on and what it has to do with us.
And if we can't do that, then we can't see what the problems are
or how we might make· ourselves part of the solution to them,
which is, after all, the only worthwhile point of writing or read
ing a book such as this one.
vVith that in mind, perhaps the most important thing I can
say to reassure readers who are wondering whether to continue
is that things are not what they seem. The defensive and irrita
ble feelings that whites often experience when they come across
such language are based on some fundamental misperceptions
of the world which thi, book will try to clarify and ,et straight. If
I sllcceed at that, then the meaning and emotional weight of
concepts like "privilege" and "white racism" will soften and shift
Problems of perception and defensiveness apply not only to
the language of race, but to an entire set of social differences

that have become the hasL'i for it great deal of trouble in the
world. Althollgh DII Bois W'l.'i con ect that color would he a de
fining issue in the twentieth century, the problem of "getting
along" doesn't stop there. It is also an issue across differences of
gender, sexual orientation, and numerous lesser divides. Men's
violence and harassment aimed at women is epidemic in the
United States, for example, and show no sign of letting up any
time soon. The glass ceiling that lets women see the executive
suite but keeps them from being promoted to it is as thick as
ever, and the gender gap in income is narrowing only at a
glacial pace and persists even among top executives in Fortune
500 companies. Men dominate virtually every major organiza
tion and institution, from corporations to government to orga
nized sport and religion, and for all the hype about the "new
father," men rarely feel as responsible for domestic work and
child care as their female partners do. Harassment and discrim~
ination directed at gay men and lesbians are commonplace, and
although physical violence and murder are more rare, they are
an ever-present reminder of the dangers of being identified as
anything other than heterosexual.
Clearly, we aren't getting along with one another, and we
need to ask why not.
For many, the answer is som.e variation on "human nature."
People can't help fearing the nnfamLliar-including people of
other races, goes one popular argument. Or women and men
are so dissimilar it's as though they they come from separate
planets, "nd it's some kind of cross-cultural (if not cross-species)
miracle that we get along as well as we do. Or there is only one
natural sexual orientation (heterosexual), and all the rest are
therefore unacceptable and bound to cause conflict wherever
they become obvious. Or those who are more capable will get
more than everyone else-they always have and they alw.ays will.
Someone, after all, has to be on top.
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M popular and powerful as such arguments are, the only
way to hold on to them is to ignore most of what hislory, psy
chology, anthropology, sociology, biology, and, if people look
closely, their Oh'n experie~ce reveal about human beings and
how they live. We are not prisoners to some natural order that
pits us hopelessly and endlessly against one another. We are
prisoners to something. but it's closer to our own making than we
realize. And we, therefore, are far from helpless to change it

~tCHAPTER 2

We're In Trouble

and ourselves.

very morning before breakfast I walk with our dogs, Sophie
and Elsie, in acres of woods behind our house in the north
west hills of Connecticut. It's a quiet and peaceful place. I can
feel the sea:;ons come and go. Winter lies long and deep
beneath one snowfall layered on another. Come spring, fiddle
head ferns uncoil from the forest floor and then summer ex
hausts itself before sliding into the cool, crisp clarity of autumn.
I like the walks mostly for the sol1lUde. I can reflect on my
life and the world and see things in perspective and more
clearly. And I like to watch the dogs crash through the woods as
they chase each other in games of tag, sniff out fresh deer scat
or the trail of an animal that passed through the night before.
They go out far and then come hack to make sure I'm still there.
It's hard not to notice that everything seems pretty simple to
them-or at least from what] can see. They never stray far from
what I imagine to be their essence, the core of what it means to
be a dog in relation to everything around them, living and
otherwise. And that's all they seem to need or care about.
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It's also hard not to wonder ahout my own species, which, by
comparison, is deeply troubled most of the time. I suspect we
don't have to be, because even though I'm trained as a sociOlo
gist to see the complexity of things, it seems to me that we're
also fairly simple. Deep in our bones, for example, we arc social
beings. There's no escaping it. We can't survive on our own
when we're young, and it doesn't get a whole lot easier later on.
We need to feel that we belong to something bigger than our
selves, whether it's a family or a team or a society. We look to
other people to tell us that we measure up, that we matter, that
we're okay. We have a huge capacity to be creative and generous
and loving. We spin stories, make art and music, help children
turn into adults, save one another in countless ways, and ease
our loved Ones into death when the time comes. We have large
brains and opposable thumbs and are incredibly clever in how
we use them. I'm not sure if we're the only species with a sense
of humor-I think I've seen dogs laugh-but we've certainly
made the most of it. And we're astonishingly adaptable, We can
figure out how to live just about anywhere under almost any
conditions yOll could imagine. We can take in the strange and
unfamiliar and learn to understand and embrace it, whether it's
a new language or a~ odd food Or the mysteries of death and
dying or lhe person sitting next to us on the crosstown bus who
doesn 'tlook like anyone we've seen before.
For all our potential, you'd think we could manage to get
along with one another. fiy that I don't mean love one another
in some profoundly idealistic way. We don't need to love one
another-or even like one another-to work together or just
share space in the world. I also don't mean something as mini
mal as mere tolerance or refraining from overt violence. I mean
thal you'd think we could treat one another with decency and
respect and appreciate if not support the best we have in us. It's
what I imagine Rodney King meant by "get along."
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It doesn't seem unreasonable to imagine a school or a work.
place, for example, where all kinds of people feel cOlllfortable
showing up, secure ~n the knowledge that they have a place
they don't have to defend every time they turn around, where
they're encouraged to do their best, and valued for it. We all
like to feel that way: accepted, valued, supported, appreciated,
respected, belonging. So you'd think we'd go after it like dogs
on the scent of something good to eat. 'We'd go after it, that is,
unless something powerful kept us from it.
Apparently, something powerful does keep us from it, to
judge from all the trouble there is around issues of difference
especially in relation to race, gender, sexual orientation, and
class. Something powerful keeps us far from anything like a
world where people feel comfortable shOWing IIp and feel good
about themselves and one another. The truth of this powerful
force is everywhere, but we don't know how to talk about it, and
so we act as though it's always somewhere other than here and
now in the room with us.
A few years ago I was sitting across a restaurant table from
an Mrican American Woman. We were talking about a course on
race and gender that we wanted to teach together. And while we
talked about what we wanted our students to lhink about and
learn, I felt how hard it was for me to talk about race and gen
der in that moment-allont how the legacy of racism and sex
ism shapes our lives in such different ways, how my whiteness
and maleness are sources of privilege (another of those words
that Can get people going) that elevates me not above same
abstraCl groups, but above her, my friend.
The simple truth is that when I go shopping, I'll probably
get waited on faster and better than she will. I'll benefit from
the cultural assumption thal I'm a serious customer who doesn't
need to be followed around to keep me from stealing some.
thing, The clerk won't ask me for three kinds of 10 before
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accepting my check or accepting my credit card. But aU these
indignities that my whiteness protects me from arc part of her
everyday existence. And it doesn't matter how she dresses or
behaves or that she's all executive in a largr. corporation. Her
being black and the realtors' and bankers' and clerks' being
white in a racist society is all it takes.
She also can't go for a walk alone at night without thinking
about her safety a lot more than I would-without planning
what to do in case a man approaches her with something other
than good will. She hilS to worry about what a man might think
if she smiles in a friendly way and says hello as they pass on the
sidewalk, or what he'li think if she doesn't. She has to decide
where to park her car for the greatest safety, to remember to
have ber keys out and ready as she approaches it, and to check
ule back seat before she gets in. In other words, she has to draw
a light boundary around her life in ways that never occur to me,
and her being female is the only reason why.
As these thoughts filled my mind, I struggled with how to sit
across from her and talk and eat our lunch while aU of this is
going on all the time. I wanted to say, "Can we talk about this
and us?" But I didn't, because it felt risky, the kind of thing you
both know but keep' at bay by not actually saying it, like a mar
ried couple where one's been unfaithful and both know it but
collude in silence to keep the thing going. They realize that if
either speaks the truth they hoth already know, they won't be
able to go on as if Ihis gulf and hurt between them weren't there.
It's not thai I've done something or thought bad thoughts or
harbored ill ".,rill toward her hecause she's black and female. No,
u1e problem is that in the world as it is, huge issues involving
race and gender shape her life and mille in dramatically differ
. enl ways. And it's not some random accident that befell her
while I escaped. A tornado didn't blow through town and level
her house while leaving mine aloue. No, her misfortune is con
nected to my fortune; the reality of her having to deal with
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racism and sexism every day is connected to the reality that}
don 'J. I didn't have to do anything wrong for this to be true amI
neither did she. But there it is just the same.
All of that sits in the middle of the table like the proverbial
elephant that everyone pretends not to notice.
The "elephant" is a society and its people for whom a decent
and productive social life that is true to the best of our essential
humanity continues to be elusive. In its place is a powerful kind
of trouble that is tenaciolls, profound, and seems only to get
worse. I can't help wondering how much worse it will get.
The trouble we're in priVileges some groups at the expense
of others. It creates a yawning divide in levels of income, wealth,
dignity, safety, health, and quality of life. It promotes fear, suspi
cion, discrimination, harassment, and viokIlce. It se1.5 people
against one another. It builds walls topped with broken glass
and barbed wire. It weaves the insidious and corroding effects
of oppression into the daily lives of leIls of millions of women,
men, and ~hildren. it has the potential to ruin entire genera
tions and, in the long run, to take just about everyone dowll
with it.
It is a trouble that shows up everywhere and touches every
life in One way or another. There is no escape, however thjrk
the denial. It's in families and neighborhoods, in schools and
churches, in government and the courts, and especially in col
leges and Ihe workplace. where many people have their first
true experience with people uulike themselves and what this
society makes of such differences.
The hard and simple truth is that the "we" that's in trouble
is all of US-Ilol just straight white middle· and upper-class
males-and it will take all or at least most of us to gel us out of
it. It's relatively easy, for example, for while people to fall into
the safe and comfortable rut of thinking that racism is a proh
lem that belongs to people Df color, or for men to see sexism
as a women's issue, or for members of the middle and upper
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classes LO see puverty as people's own fault. But such thinking
mistakes fantasy for reality. }t pretends we call talk about "up"
without "down" or that a "you" or a "them" Can mean something

without a "me" or an "us." There is no way that a problem of dif*
ference can involve just one group of people. The "problem" of
race can't be just a problem of being black, Chinese, Sioux, or
Mexican. I t has to be more than that, because there is no way to

separate the "problem" of being, say. black from the "problem"
of not being while. And there is nu way to separate the probl~rn
of not being white from being white. This means privilege is
always a problem for people whu don'1 have it and for people
who do, because privilege is alwa.ys in rdation to others. Privi
lege is always at someone else's expense an:d always exacts a cost.
Everything that's done 10 receive or maintain it-however pas
sive and unconscious-results in suffering and deprivation for
someone.
\Ve Jive hI a society that attaches privilege to being white and
male and heterosexual regardless of your social class. If 1 don't
see how that makes me part of the problem of privilege, I won't
see myself as part of the solution. And if people in privileged
groups don 't indlH.l~ themselves in the solulion, the default is
to leave it to lJlacks and women and Asians, Latinos, Native
Americans, lesuians, gay men, and the lower and working
classes to do it on their own. But these groups can't do it on
their own, because they don't have the power to change
entrenched systems of privilege by themselves. lf they could do
tlIat, tlIen: wouldn't be a problem in the first place.
The simple truth is that the trouble we're in can't be solved
unless peuple who are heterosexual or male or Anglo or white
ur economically comfortable feel obligated to make the prob
lem of privilege their problem and to do something about it. For
myself, it nleans I have to take the initiative to find out how priv
ilege operates in the world, how it affects people, and what all
that has to do with me. It means I have to think the unthinkable,
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speak the llllspeakable, break the silence, acknOWledge the ele~
phant, and then take my share of responsibility for what comes
next. It means I have to' do something to create the possihility
for my African American friend and me to have a conver:satiull
about race, gender, and us, rather than leave it to her to take all
the risks and do all the work. The fact that it's so ea:sy for me
and other people in dominant groups not to do this is the single
most powerful barrier to change. Understanding how to bring
dominant groups into the conversation and the solution is the
biggest challenge we face.

My work in this book is to help fiud a way to meet that chal
lenge. lt is to identify tools for'ulIl.lel-slanLling what's going on
and what" it's gOt to do with us without being swallowed up in a
sea of guilt and blame or rushing ill to rleniaI and angry self
defense. 1l is to open windows to new ways of thinking about dif.
ference and what's been made ofjt in this society, It is to remove
barriers tllat stand between us and seriou~, long-term conversa~
tion across differeIH.:e and effective action for change that can
make a difference.

WE CAN'T TALK ABOUT IT
IF WE CAN'T USE THE WORDS
As 1 suggested in the opening pages of Chapter 1, you can't
deal with a problem if you don't name h; once you name it, you
can think, talk, and write about it. You can make sense of it by
seeing how it's connected to otber things that explain it <mrt
point toward solutions. Usually the language needed for this
comes fWIll people working to solve the problem, especially
people Illo.st damaged by it. Words like privilege, rad,un, sexism,
allti~SemitismJ heterosexism, classism, dominance, su.bordination, 0/)
preJSion, and /Jatriarclly al-e part of their everyday vocabulary.
When you name something. the word draws your attenlion
to it, which makes you more likely to notice it as something
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significant. That's why most people have an immediate negative
reaction to words like racism. sexism, or pn'llilrge. They don't want
to look at what the words point to. Whites don't want to look at

racism, nor men at sexism, nor heterosexuals al heterosexism,
especiallY if they have worked hard to improve their class posi
Lion. People don't want to look because they don't want to know
what it has to do with them and how doing something about it
might change nol only the world, but themselves.
So people ignore the trouble by trying to get rid of the lan
gllage that names it. They discredit the words or twist their
meanillg or tucn them into a phobia or make them invisible.
That's what's happened with m'ost of the words that name the

trouble around difference. It's become almost impossible, [01
example, to say sexism or male pri.vilege withollt most men becom
ing so uncomfortable and defensive that cUHversaLion is impos~
sible. They act as though sexism names a personality flaw found
among men, and just sayillg the word ("Can we talk about sex
ism today?") is hea.rd as an accusation of a personal moral fail
ure. The saille is true pf all the other ·'isms." Sjnce few people
like to see themselves as bad, the words are taboo in "polite"
company, including many dlversity training programs at corpo
rations and universities. So instead of talking about the radsm
and sexism that plague people's lives, people talk about "dlver
sity" and "tolerance" and "appreciating diffnence." Those are
g-ood things to talk about, but they're Hut the same as the isms
and the lroubJe they're conneltt:d to.
More than once, I've been asked to talk about the conse~
qllences of social domination, subordination, and oppression
without actually saying the words dominant, subordinate, or oppres
sion. At such times, I feel like a doctor trying to help a patient
WitJl0ut ever mentioning the body or naming what's wrong. We
can't get anywhere that way-and we haven't been. OUI collec
tive house is burning down, and we're tiptocillg around afraid
to say "Fire."
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The hottom line i.~ that a trouble we can't talk about is a
trouble we can't do anythrng ahout. Words like JCxism and IJJ11)i
lege point to somethin.g difficult and painful in our history that
continues in everyday life in otIr society. That means there is no
way to talk about it without difficulty and witllOut pain. It is pos

sible, however, to talk about it jn ways that make the struggle
and the pain worth it. To do that, however, we have to reclaim
these lost and discredited words so that we can use them to
name and make sense of the u·uth o( what's going all.
Reclaiming the words begins with seeing th"t they rarely
mean what most people think they mean. Racist isn't another
word (UI "bad white people," just as patriarchy iSH 't a bit of nasty
code for "men." ON,ressio1l and dominance name social realities
that we can participate in without being oppressive or dominat~
ing tJeQple. And feminism isn't an ideology organized around
being lesbian or hating men. But you'd never know it by listen
ing to how these words are used in the mass media, popular cul
ture, and over the dinner table. You'd never know such words
could be part of a. calm and responsible discussion of how to
resolve a pro LlelIl that belongs to all of us.
I use these difficult words freely in this book because I'm
wriLing about the problems they name. Readers who happen to
be white or male or heterosexual or economically comfortable
or members of some other privileged category will have an eas
ier time of it if they try to tolerate the discomfort such worth
evoke. I don't use them as accusations. (If I did, I'd have a hard
time looking in the mirror each morning.) I don't intend that
anyone take them personally. A5 a whi.te, male, middle-dass het~
erosexuaI, I know that in some ways these words are about me.
There's 110 way to a.. . oid playing some role in the troubles they
name, and that's something I need to look at. But in equally
important ways. the words are not about me because they name
somethjng mud] larger than lIIe, something I didn't invent or
create, but that was passed on to Ine as a legacy when I was born
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into this society. If I'm going to be part of the solution to that
difficult legacy, it's important to step back from my defensive
sensitivity to such language and look at the reality it points to.
Then I can understand what it names and what it has to do with
me and, most important, what I can do about it.

~~
CHAPTER 3

The Trouble We're In
Privilege, Power, and Difference

T

he trouble around difference is really about privilege and
power-the existence of privilege and the lopsided distri
bution of power that keeps it going. The trouble is rooted in a
legacy we all inherited, and while we're here, it belongs to us. It
isn't our fault. It wasn't caused by something we did or didn't
do. But now that it's ours, it's up to us to decide how we're
going to deal with it before we coliecLively pass it along to the
generations that will follow ours.
Talking about power and privilege isn't easy, which is why
people rarely do. The reason for this omission seems to be a
great fear of anything that might make whites or males or het
erosexuals uncomfortable or "pit groups against each other,")
even though groups are already pitted against one another by
the structures of privilege that organize society as a whole. The
fear keeps people from looking at what's going on and makes
it impossible to do anything about the reality that lies deeper
down, so that they can move toward the kind of world that
would be better for everyone.
15
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DIFFERENCE IS NOT THE PROBLEM
Ignoring privilege keeps us in a stale of unrea!lty. by promoting
the illusion that difference by itself is the problem. In sume
ways, of course, it can be a problem when people try to work
together across cultural dividt:s that set groups up to think and
do things their own way. But human beings have been over
coming such divides for thousands of years as a matter of rou
tine. The real illusion connected to difference is the popular
assumption that people are naturally afraid of whallhey don't
know or understand. This suppusedly makes it inevitable that
you 'Blear and distrust people who aren't like you and, in spite
of yuur good intentions, you'H Hnd it all but impossible to get
along with them.

For all its popularity, the idea that everyone is naturally
frightened by difference is a culturallll},th that, more than any
thing, justifies keeping outsiders On the outside and treating
them badly jf they happen to get in. The mere fact that some
thing is new or slnmge isn't enough to make us afraid of it.
"When Europeans first came to North America, for example,
they weren't terribly afraid of the people they encountered,
and the typical Native American response was to welcome these
astonishingly "different" people ,..ri.th open arms (much to their
later regret). ScientisLS, psychotherapists, inventors, novelisLS
(and their fans), explorers, philosophers, spiritualists, anthro
pologists, and the just plain curious are all drawn toward the
myslery of what they don't know. Even children-probably
the most vulnerable form that people rome in-seem to love
the unknown, whicli is wby parents are always worrying about
whatlheir lOddler has gotten into flOW.
There is nothing, inherently frightening about what we
don't know. lfwe feet afraid, it isn't what we don't know that
frighlens us, it's what we think we do know. The problem is our
ideas <IUullt what we don't know-what might happen next or

,.
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what's Jurkiug behind that unopened door or in the mind of
the "stral1ge"·Jooking guy sitting across from us 011 the nearly
empty train. And how we thillK about such things isn't some~
thing we're born with. We learn to do it like we learn to tie our
shoes, talk, and just about everything else. If we take difference
and diversity as reasons for fear and occasions for trouble, it's
because we've learned to think about them in ways that mahefoT
fear and lrouble.

MAPPING DIFFERENCE: WHO ARE WE?
Issues of difference cover a large territory. A useful way to put it
in perspective is with the "diversity wheel" (Figure 3.1) devel
oped by Marilyn Loden and Judy Rosener' In the hub of the
wheel are six social characteristics: age, race, ethnicity, gender,
physical ability and quali,ies (left/right-handedness, height, and
~u on), and sexual oricntJ.tion. Around the outer ring are several
others, including religion, marital status, whether we're parents,
and social-class indicators sllch as education, occupation. and
income.
Anyone can describe themselves by going around the wheel.
Starting in the hub, I'm male, Engllsh-Norwegian (as far as I
know), white (also as far as I know), fifty-four years old, hetero
sexual, and physically able (so far). In the outer ring, I'm mar
ried, a f.ather, and a middle-class professional with a Ph.D. l'\le
lived in New England for most of my life, but I've also lived in
other countries. I have a vaguely Christian background, but if I
had to identify my spiritual life with a particular tradition, I'd
le<Jn more toward Zen Buddhism than anything else. 1served a
brief stint in the Army reserves.
It would be useful if you stopped reading fur a moment and
do what Ijust did. Go aruund the diversity wheel and get asense
of yourse If in tel'ms ofiL
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FIGURE 3.1 The Diversity Wheel.
I. R<UtflCr,

From H'orhjorrtA",.-,ira by M. LIl(kll ..nd

McGraw-Hili, 19!H. Reproduced wjth pCrlninion from llll~ fllcG,aw·Hill C:ol1lp~nies.

Ail you reflect on the results of this exercise, it might occur
to you (as it did to me) that the wheel doesn't say much about
the unif)uc individual you know yourself to be, your personal
history, the content of your character, what you dream and feeL
It does, however, say a lot about the social reality that shapes
eveq1one's life in powerful ways.
Imagine, for example. that you woke up tomorrow morning
and found that your race was different from what it was when
yOll went to bed (the plot of a 1970 movie called Watermelon
Man). Or imagine that your gender or sexual orientation had
changed (as happened to the central character in Virginia
Woolf's novel Orlando). How would that affect how people per
ceive YOll and treat you? How would it affect how yOll see your
self? How would it chaI!ge the material circumstances of your
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life, such as where you live or how much money you have? 1n
what ways would the change make life better? Worse?
In answering tl1t:tse questions, try to go beyond the obvious.
consequences to see the DOCS that are perhaps more subtle. If
you're heterosexual now, for example, and wake up gay or les
bian, your sexual feelings about women and men would be dif
ferent. But what about how people perceive you and treal you in
ways unrelated to sex? Would people treat you dHferently at
school or work? Would friends treat you differently? Parents and
siblings? Would you feel less included among friends? In similar
ways, what changes would you experience in switching from
female to male or from male to female, from white to African
AmericC'n, from AsiC'n or Latina/o to Anglo, or from physically
able to using a wheelchair? Again, focus on the social conse
quences, on how people would perceive you and treat you if
such a thing happened to you. What opportunities would open
or dose? 'What rewards would or wouldn't come your way?
For most people, shifting only a few parts of the diversity
wheel would be enough to change their lives dramatically,
Even though the characteristics in the wheel may not tell us
who we as individuals are in the privacy of our hearts and souls,
they maHer a great deal in our society because they locate us in
relaLion to other people and the world in ways that have huge
consequences.
The trouble around diversity, then, isn't just that people dif
fer from One another. The trouble is produced by a world orga
nized in ways that encourage people to use difference to include
or exclude, reward or punish, credit or discredit, elevate or
oppress, value or devalue, leave alone or harass.
This is especially true of the characteristics in the center of
the wheel, which have the added quality of heing almost impos
sible to change. It's true that sex-change surgery is available and
that it's possible for some people to "pass" for a race or sexual
orientation that is other than what they know themselves to be.
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BUl this is quite different from being married one day and
divorced the next. or getting a new job that suddenly elevates
your class position. Unlike the oUler portion of the wheel, the
inner portion consists of characteristics that, one way or an
other, we must learn to live with regardless of how we choose to
reveal ourselves to others.
People's perceptions are difficult to control, however, for
they lend to assume that they can identify characteristics such as
race and gender simply by looking at someone. We routinely
form quick impressions of race, gender, age, or sexual orien
tation. Somctiml's these impressions are based on blanket
assumptions-that everyone, for example, is heterosexual until
proven otherwise. Or if they look "white," they are white. People
usually form such impreSSions without thinking, anti they rely
on them in order to see the world as an organized and pre
dictable place from one moment to the next.
We may not realize how routinely we form such impressions
until we run into someone who doesn't fit neatly into one of Our
categories, especially gender or sexual orientation. Pass some
aile on the streel whom you can't identify as clearly male or
female, for example, and it can jolt yonr attention and nag you
until YOli' think you've figured it out. Our culture allows for only
h'lO genders (compared with some cultures that recognize sev
eral), and anyone who doesn't clearly fit one or the other is
instantly perceived as an outsider. This is why babies born with a
mixture of sex characteristics are routinely altered surgically in
order to "fit" the culturally defined categories of female and
male, Most of our ways of thinking about sexuality are also
based
social construction. Whether homosexual behavior is
regarded as normal or deviant, for example, depends on the
cultural context, as does the larger question of whether sexual
orientation is perceived as defining the kind of human being
yOll are and the way yOll live your life.
H
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So the characteristics at the center of the wheel are very
hard to change, are the object of quick and firm impressions,
and can profoundly _affect Our lives, Clearly, diversity isn't just
about the "variety" that the word suggests. Diversity could just be
about that, but only in some other world. 3

THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION
OF DIFFERENCE
The African American novelist J~mes. Haldwin once wrote an
essay in which he offered the provocative idea that there is no
such thing as whiteness or, for that matter, blackness or, more
generally, race. ''No one is white before he/she carne to Amer
ica," he wrote. ''It tookgeneratiol1S, and a Vast amount of coer
ciOH, before this became a white country. "oi
w

What did Baldwin mean? ]n the simplest sense, he was
pointing to a basic aspect of social reality: Must uf what we expe
rience as "real" is a cultural creation. ln other words, it's made
up, t:ven though we don't experience it thal way.
Take race, for example. Baldwin isn't denying the reality
that skin pigmentation varies from one person to another. What
he is saying is that unless you live in a culture that recognizes
those differences as significant and meaningful, tlIey are socially
irrelevant and therefore do not exist A "black woman" in Africa,
therefore, who has not experienced white racism, does not think
of herself as black or experience herself as black, nOr do the
people around her. African, yes; a woman, yes, But not as a blac/t
woman.
\Vhen she comes to the United States, however, where privi~
lege is organized according to race, surlrlenly she becomes black
because people assign her to a social category that bears that
name, a,:d they treat her differently as a result ]n similar ways, a
Norwegian farmer has no reason to think of himself as white so
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long <:IS he '5 in Norway. But when he comes to the United States,
one of the first things he discovers is the significance of heing
considered white and the privileges that go along with it And so
he is eager to adopt "white" as part of his identity and to make
sure that others acknowledge it.
So Baldwin is telling liS that race and all its categories have
no significance outside of systems of priv1lege and oppression,
and it is these systems that created them. 5 This is what sociolo
gists caJllhe "social construction" of reality.
One way to see the constructed Hature of reality is to nouce
how the definitions of different "races" change historically, by
including groups at one time that were excluded in another.
The lrish, for example. wete long considered by the dominant
""hite Anglo-Saxon Protestants of England and the United States
to be members uf a nonwhite "race," as were Italians, Jews, and
people [rom a number of Eastern European countries. A3 such,
immigmnts from these grOllps to England and the United States
were excluded and sllbjugated and exploited in much the Same
way that blacks were. This was especially true of the Irish in Ire
land in relation to the Briush, who for centuries treated them as
an inferior race. Note, however, that their skin color was indis
tinguishable from tf'at of those considered to be "white." If any
thing, the ,kin of most people of Irish descent is "Iairer" than
that of others of European heritage, But their actual complex
ion didn't matter, because t.he dominant racial group has the
cultural authority to define the boundaries around "white" as it
chooses.
\Vhat makes socially constructed reality so powerful is that
we rarely if ever experience it as that. We think the way our cul
ture defines race or gender or sexual orientation is simply the
way things are in some objective sense. We think there really is
such a thing as "race" and that the words ~e use simply name an
objective reality that is "out there." The truth is, however, that
ollce human beings give something a name-whether it be skin
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color or whom you like to sleep with-that thing acquires (I. ::iig
nificance it otherwise would not have. More important, the
name quickly takes Or:I life of its OWIl as we forget the social
process that createo it and start treating it .as "real" in and of
itself.

a

This process is what allows us to believe that something like
"race" actually points to a set of clear and unambiguous cate
gories into which people fall, ignoring the fact that the defi
nition of various races changes all the time and is riddled
with inconsistencies and overlappin~ boundaries. But when the
stakes are privilege and power, dominant groups are quite will
ing to ignore such inconsistencies so long as the result is a con
tinuation of their privilege.

WHAT IS PRIVIUGE?
No maHer what privileged group you belong to, jf you want to
understand the problem of privHege and differeuce, the first
stumbling block is usually the idea of privilege itself. When peo
ple hear that they belong to a privileged group or benefit from
something like "race privilege" or "gender privilege," they don't
get it, or they feel angry and defensive about what they do get.
Privilege has become Onc of those loaded words we need to
reclaim so that we can use it to name and illuminate the truth.
Denying that privilege exists is a seriou.'i harrier to change. so
serious that h is the suhjeet of a whole chapter (Chapter B). But
for now, it's important to get a sense of what the word means
hefore we go any further.
AJ;; Peggy Mcintosh describes it, privilege exists when one

group has something of value that is denied to others simply
because of the groups they belong ro, rather than because of
anything they've done or failed to do· If people take me more
seriollsly when I give a speech than they would someone of
color saying the same things in the same way, for example, then
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I'm bellefiting from white privilege. That a heterosexual black
woman can feel free to talk about her life in ways that reveal the
fact that she's married to a man is a form of heterosexual privi
lege because lesbians and gay men cannol casually reveal their

sexual orientation without pUlling themselves at risk.
Notice thalln all these examples, it's relatively easy for peo
ple to be unaware of how privilege affects them. When people
come up to me after I give a speech. for example, it doesn't
occur 10 me ulal they'd probably be more critical and less posi
tive if 1 were Latino or a woman or gay. I don't feel privileged in
that moment. I just reel that I did a good job. and 1 enjoy the
rewards Ulal are supposed to go with it.
The existence of priVilege doesn't mean 1 didn't do a good
job, of course, or thatl don't deserve credit for it. '¥hat it does
met\n is that I'm also getting something that other people are
denied, people who are hke me in every respect except for the
gender, race, and sexual orientation categories they belong to.
In this sense, my privileged status doesn't determine my oUt
comes, but it is defmiteIy an asset that makes it more likely that
whatever talent, ability, and aspirations I have \'fill resnlt in
something good for me.? In the same way, being female, or of
color, or homosexllal doesn't determine people's outcomes, but
they are turned into liabilities that make it less likely that their
talent, ability, and aspirations will be recognized and rewarded.
The ease of nOt being aware of privilege is an aspect of priv
ilege itself, what some call "the luxury of obliviousness" (or what
philosophers call "epistemic privilege"). Awareness requires ef
fort and commiunent. Being able to command the attention of
lower.status individuals withont having to give it in return is a
key aspect of privilege. African Americans, for example, have to
pay close attention to whites and white culture and get to know
them well enough to avoid displeasing them, since whites con
trol jobs, schools, the police, and most other resources and
sources of power. Race privilege gives whites little reason to pay
a lot of attention to African Americans or to how white privilege
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affects them. III other words, "To be white in America means
not having to think about it. "8 We could say the same thing
about maleness or heterosexuality or allY other basis for privi
lege. So strong is the sense of entitlement behind this luxury
that males, whites, and others call feel put upon in the face of
even the mildest invitation to pay attention to is,'llles of privilege.
"We shouldn't have to look at this stufe" they seem to say. "It
isn't faiT."

Two Types ofP1ivilege
According to McIntosh, privilege comes in two types. The first is
based on what she calls "unearned entitlements," which are
things that all people should have, such as feeling safe in public
spaces or working in a place where they feel they belong and are
valued for what they can contribute. When an unearned entitle
ment is restricted to certain groups, however, it becomes a form
of privilege she calls "unearned advantage."
In some cases, it's possible to do away with unearned advan
tages without anyone's having to lose out. If the workplace
changed so that everyone was valued for what they could can·
tribute, for exalIlple, that privilege would disappear without the
domInant groups' having to give up their own sense that they
are valued for their contributions. The unearned entitlement
would then be available to all and, as such, would no longer be
a form of unearned advantage.
In Ulany other cases, however, unearned advantages give
domihant groups a competitive edge they are reluctant to even
acknowledge, much less give up. This is particularly true of
lower-, working-, and lower-middle-class whites and males who
know all too well the price they pay for a lack of class privilege
and how hard it is to improve their lives and hang on to what
they've managed to achieve. Their It\ck of clas,lj privilege, how
ever, can blind them to the fact that the cultural valuing of
whiteness and maleJless over color and femaleness gives them
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an edge ill most silliations that in....olve evaluations of credibility
or competence. To give lip that advantage would double or
even triple the amollnt of competition. This would especially
affect white males, who <Ire a shrinking numerical minority of
the U.S. popUlation. A loss of race and gender ptivilege would

level the playing field to admit white women and. people of
color, <l combined group that outnumbers white males by a
large margin.
Tlie other form of pri...-ilege--what Mcintosh calls "con-
fCITed dorninance"-goes a step further by giving one group
power over another. The common pattern of men controlling
conversations with women, for example. is grounded in a cul
tural assumption that men are supposed to dominate women.
An adolescent boy who appears too willing to defer to hi.s
mother risks heing called a "mama's boy," in the same W;ly that a
husband who appears in any way subord.inate to his wife is often
labeled "henpecked" (or worse). The counterpart for girJs car
ries no such stigma. "Daddy's girl" isn't considered an insult in
this culture, and the language contains no specific instdting
terms for a wife who is under the control of her husband.
Conferred dOI1.linance also manifests itself in race privilege.
In his hook The Rage oj a Privileged Class, for example, the Afri
can American journalist Ellis Cose tells the story of an African
American lawyer, a partner in a large firm, who goes to the
office early one Saturd;;ty morning to catch up on some work
and is confronted near the elevator by a recently hi.red young
white altOflle)'.
"Can I help you?" the white man says pointedly.
The partner shakes his head and tries to pass, but the white
man steps in his way and repeats what is now a challenge to the
man's very presence in the building: "Can I help you?" Only then
does the partner reveal his identity to the young man, who then
steps aside to let him pass. The young white man had no reason
to assume the right to control the older man standing before
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him, except the reason provided by the clIllur..l assumplion of
white racial dominance that can override any class advantage a
person of color might llaveY
The miluer forms of unearned advantage usually change
first because they are the easie.H for privileged groups to give
up. Over the last several decades, for example, national surveys
show a steady decline in the percentage ofwhitcs in the United
States who express overtly racist altitudes toward people of
color. This trend is reflected in di"ersity training programs that
usually focus on appreciating or at least tolerating differences-
in other words, extending unearned entitlements to everyone
inStead of the dominant group alone.
It's much harder, however, to do something abOllt power
and the unequal distribution of resources and rewards. This is
why issues of conferred dominance and the stronger forms of
unearned advantage get much less attention, and why, when
they are raised, they often provoke hostile defensiveness, espe
cially from those who struggle with a lack of class privilege. Per
haps more than any other factor, this reluctance to corne to
terms with more serious and entrenched forms of privilege is
why most djversity programs produce limited and short-lived
results.

,VlIat Privilege Looks Like in Everyday Life
Ln one way or another, priYilege shows up in the daily details of
people's lives in almost every social setting. Consider the follow
ing examples of race privilege. lo This is a long list because the
details of people's lives are many and varied. Resist the tempta
tion to go through it quickly. Take YOllr time and try to identity
situations in which each might occur.
II

Whites are less likely than blacks to be arrested; once
arrested, they are less likely to be convicted and, once
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convicted, less likely to go to prison, ceg<trdles,') of the
crime or circumstances. V.,rhites, for example, constitute
90 percent of those who lIse illegal drugs, but Jess thall
half of those in prison on drug-use charges are white.
• Although many superstar professional athletes are black,
in general black players are held to higher standards
than whites. Jt is easier for a "good. but not great"
while player to make a professional tcam than it is for

a similar black.
• 'White:) are more likely than comparable blacks to have
loan applications approved, and less likely to be given
poor information or the runaround during the app]jca~
lion process.
• Whites are charged lower prkes for new and used cars
than people of color are, and because of residential
segregation whites have access to higher~qt1ality guods
of all kinds at cheaper prices.
• Whites call clioose whether to be conscious of their
racial idcnti,ty or 10 ignore it anll regard themselves as
simply h.uman beings.
• Whites are more likely to control conversations and
be allowed to get away with it, and to have their ideas
and contriburions taken seriously, including those thm
were suggested previonsly by a person of color and
dismissed.
• VYl:lites can usually assume t!tat national heroes, success
models, and other figures held up fur general admira
tion will be of their race.
• Whiles can generally assume that when they go out in
public, Ihey won't bc challenged and asked to explain
what they're doing, nor will they be attacked by hate
grollps simply because of their racc.
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"'''hites can a.~sllme that when they go shoppinR' [hey'II
be treatel} as serious nIS(Omcrs, not as potential shop
lifters or people without the money to make a purchase.
When they try to cash a check or use a credit card, they
can assume they won't be hassled for additional identifiM
cation and will be given the benefit of the doubt.

• White representation in government and the ruling
circles of corporations, universities, and other organiza
tions is disproportionately high.
• Most whites arc not segregated into communities that
isolate them fro III the best job opportunities, schools,
and community services.
• Whites have greater access to quality education and
health care.
• \Vllites are more likely to he given early opportunities
to show what they can do at work, to be identified as
potential candidates for promotion, to be mentored.
to be given a second chance when they fail, and to be
allowed to treat faill1re as a learning experience rather
than as an indication of who they are and the shun
comings of their race.
• Whites can assume that race won't be used to predict
whether they'n fit in at work or whether teammates will
feel cumfortable working with them.
• Whites can succeed without other people's being
surprised.
• Whites don't have to deal with an endless and exhausting
stream of attention to their rac~. They can simply take
their ract:: for granted as unremarkable to the extent of
experiendng themselves as not even having a racc.
Unlik.e some of my AfriGHI American students, for exam~
pJe, I don't have people coming up to me and treating
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me as ifI were some exotic "other," gushing about how
"cool" or different I am, wanting to know where I'm
"from," and reaching out to touch my hair.
• Whiles don't find themselves slotted into occupations
identified with their race like blacks are slotted into sup
port positions or Asians into engineering, for example.
• Whites aren't confused with other whiles, as if all whites
look alike. They're noticed for their individuality, and
tiley take offense whenever they're characterized as
members of a category (such as "white") rather than
being perceived and treated as individuals.
• Whites can reasonably expect that if they work hard and
"play by the rules," they'll get what they deserve, and
they feel justified in complaining if they don't. lL is some
thing other racial groups cannol realistically expect.
In the following list for gender privilege, note how some
items repeat from the list on race, but that other items do not.
• In most professions and upper-level occupations, men
are held to ~ lower standard than women, It is easier for
a "good but not great" male lawyer to make partner than
it is for a comparable woman,
• Men are charged lower prices for new and used cars.
• If men do poorly at something or make a mistake or
commit a crime, they can generally assume that people
won't attribute the failure to their gender. The kids who
shoot teachers and schoolmates are almost always boys,
but rarely is the fact that all of this violence is being
done by males raised as an important issue.

• Men can usually assume that national heroes, success
models, and other figures held up for general admira~
tion will be men.
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• Men can generally assume that when they go out in pub
lic, they won't be 'sexually harassed or assaulted, and if
they are victimized. they won't be asked to explain what
they were doing there.
• Male representation in government and the ruling cir
cles of corporations and other organizations is dispro
portionately high.
• Men are more likely to be given early opportunities to
show what they can do at work. to be identified as paten·
tial candidates for promotion, to be mentored, to be
given a second chance when they fail. and to be allowed
to treat failure as a learning experience rather than as
an indication of who they are and the shortcomings of
their gender.
• Men are more likely than women to contra) conversa
tions and be allowed to get away with it, and to have
their ideas and contributions taken seriously. even
those that were suggested previously by a woman and
dismissed or ignored,
• Most men can assume that their gender won't be
used to determine whether they'll fit in at work or
whether teamnlates will feel comfortable working
with them.
• Men can succeed without others' being surprised.
• Men don't have to deal \'lith an endless and exhausting
stream of attention drawn to their gender (for example,
to how sexually ato'active they are).
• Men don't find themselves slotted into a narrow range
of occupations identified with their gender like women
are slotted into community relations, human resources,
social work, elementary school teaching. Iibrarianship,
nursing, clerical and secretariaL
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Men can reasonably expect that if they work hard and
"play by the rules," they'll get what they deserve, and
they feel justified in complaining if [hey don'L,

II

The standards used to evaluate men as men are consis
tent with the standards used to evaluate them in other
roles such as occupations. Standards used to evaluate
women as WOlllen are often different from those used to
evaluate them in other roles. For example, a man can be
both a "real man" and a successful and aggressive lawyer,
while an aggressive woman lawyer may succeed as a
lawyer but be judged as not measuIing up as a woman.

In the following list regarding sexual orientation, note again
items in common with the other two lists and items peculiar to
this form of privilege.
• Heterosexuals are free to reveal and live their intimate
relationships openly-by referring to their partners by
name, recounting experiences, going out in public
together, displaying pictures on their desks at work
without being accused of "flaunting" their sexuality or

II

II

Heterosexuals can usually assume that national heroes,
success models, and other figures held up for general
admiration will be assumed to be heterosexual.
Most heterosexuals can assume lhaltheir sexual orienla~
lion won't be used to determine whether they'll fit in at
work or whether teammates will feel comfortable work
ing with them.
Heterosexuals don't have to worry that their sexual
orientation will be used as a weapon against them, to
undermine their achievements or power.

• Heterosexuals call turn on the television or go to the
movies and be assured of seeing characters, news
reports, and stories that reflect the reality of their
lives.
• Heterosexuals can live where they want without having
to worry about neighbors who disapprove of their sexual
orientation.
• Heterosexuals can live in the comfort of knowing that
other people's assumptions about their sexual orienta
tion are correct.

risking discrimination.
II

Heterosexuals can rest assured that whether they're
hired, promoted, or fired from a job will have nothing to
do with their sexual orientation, an aspect of themselves

they cannol change.
• Heterosexuals can move about in public without fear of
being harassed or physically attacked because of lheir
II

sexual orientation.
Heterosexuals don't run the risk of being reduced to a
single aspect of their lives, as if being heterosexual
summed up the kind of person they are. Instead, they
can be viewed and treated as complex human beings
who happen to be heterosexual.

1\
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Regardless of which group we're talking about, privilege
generally allows people to assume a certain level of acceptance,
inclusion, and respect in the world, to operate within a relatively
wide comfort lone. Privilege increases the odds of having things
your own way, of being able to set the agenda in a social situa·
tion and determine the rules and standards and how they're
applied. Privilege grants the cultural authority to make judg
ments about others and to have those judgments stick. It allows
people to define reality and to have prevailing definitions of
reality fit their experience. Privilege means being able to decide
who gets taken seriously, who receives aLLention, who is account
able to whom and for what. And it grants a presumption of
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superiority and social permission to act on that presumption
without having to worry aboHt being chaHenged.
To have privilege is (0 be allowed to move through your life
""ithout being marked in ways that identify you as an outsider, as
exceptional or "other" to be excluded, or lO be included but
always with conditions. Ali Paul Kive1 points out, "In the United
States, a person is considered a member of the lowest status
group from which they have any heritage."ll This means that if
you com~ from several ethnic groups, the one that lowers your
status is the one you're most likely to be tagged with, as in
"She's panJewish," or "He's pan Vietnamese," hut rarely "She's
part while." In fact, having any black ancestry is still enough to
be classified as entirely black in many people's eyes (in accor~
dance ,vith the "one drop rule" that has been a striking feature
of race relations in the United States for several centuries). Peu~
lyle are tagged with other labels that point to the lowest-status
group they belong to, as in "woman doctor" or "black writer,"
but never "white lawyer" or "male senator." Any category thal
lowers our stalUS relative to others' can be l1sed to mark us; to
be privileged is to go through life with the relative ease of being
unmarked. 12
If you're male or heterosexual or white and you find yourself
shaking your head at the foregoing descriptions of privilege
"This isn't (nle for me"-it might be due to the complex and
sometimes paradOXical way that privilege works ill sodallife.

PRNILEGE AS PARADOX
Individuals are the ones who experience privilege or the lack of
it, but individuals aren't what is actually privileged. Instead, priv
ilege is defined in relation to a group or social category. In
other words, race privilege is more ahout white people than it is
abom white people. j'm not race privileged because of who I am

I
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as a person, Whiteness is privileged in this society, and I have
access to that privilege ollly when people idelltify me as belong
ing to the category "white." I do or don't receive race privilege
based on which category people put me in without their know
ing a single other thing about nle.
This means that you don't actually have to be white or male
or heterosexlIal to receive the privilege attached to those cate
gories. AJI yOll have to do is convince people yOlI belong to the
appropriate category. The film Shakes'''are in Love, for example,
is set in Elizabethan England, where acting on the stage was a
privilege reserved for men. The character Viola (the woman
Shakespeare falls in love with) wants more than anything to act
on the stage, and finally realizes her dream not by changing her
sex and becoming a man, but by successfully presenting herself
as one. That's all that it takes,
In similar ways, you can lose privilege if people think you
don't belong to a particular category. My sexual orientation 15
heterosexual, for example, which entitles me to heterosexual
privilege, but only if people identify me as heterosexual. If I
were to announce to everyone that I'm gay, I would immediately
lose my access to heterosexual privilege (unless people refused
10 believe me), even though I would still he, in fact, a heterosex
ual person. As Charlotte Bunch put it, "If you don't have a sen~e
of what privilege is, I suggest that you go home and announce to
everybody thal you know -a roommate, your family, the people
you work with-that you're a queer. Trying being queer for a
week."13 When it comes to privilege, then, it doesn't really mat
ter who we really are. \¥hat matters is who other people think
we are, which is to say, the social categories they put us in.
Several important consequences follow from this para·
dox of privilege. First, privilege is rooted in societies and orga·
nizations as much as it's rooted in people's per~ollaIities and
how they perceive and react 1O one another. This means that
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doing something about the problem of privilege takes more
than changing individu;ds. As Harry Brad wrote about gender
privilege:
Vic need to be clear that there is no such thing as giving up
onc's privilege:: to be "outside" rhe system. One is always in the
system. The only question is whether one is part of the system
in a way which challenges or strengthens the statlls quo. Privi
lege is not something J lake and which I therefore have the
option of not taking. It is something that society gives me, and
unless I change the institutions which give it to me, they will
continue to give it, and I will continue tu have it, however
noole and eg:llitarian my intentions. 14

Societies and organizations promote privilege in compli
GHed ways, which we'll look at in later chapters. For now, it's
important to be aware that we don't have to be special or even
feel special in order to have access to privilege, because privi~
lege doesn't derive from who we are ur what we've done. It is a
social arrangement that depencls on which category we happen
to be sorted into by other people and how they treat us as a
result.
The paradoxical experience of being privileged without feel
ing pl-ivileged is a second consequence of the fact that privilege
is more about social categories than who people are. It has to do
primarily with the people we use as standards of comparison
what sociologists call "reference groups." We use reference
groups to construct a sense of how good or bad, high or low we
are in the scheme of things. To do this, we llsulllly don't look
downward in the social hierarchy but to people we idemify as
being on the same level as or higher level than Ollr own. So
pointing out to som~one in the United States who Jives in
poveny that they're better o[f than impoverished people in
India doesn't make them feel much better, because people
in the United States don't use Indians as a reference group.

;.
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Illstead, they will compare themselves with those who seem like
them in key respects and see if they're doing better or worse
than them.
Since being white is valued jn thjs society, whites will tend
to compare themselves with other whites, not with people of
color. In the same way, men will tend to cgmpare themselves
with other men and not with women. What this means, how
ever, is that whites will tend not to feel privileged by their race
when they compare themselves with their reference group,
because their reference group is also white, In the same way.
men won't feel privileged lJy their gender in comparison with
other men, because gender doesn't elevate them above other
men. A partial exception to this is the hierarchy that exists
among men between heterosexuals and homosexuals: hetero
sexual men are more likely to consider themselves "real men"
and therefore socially vil]ued above gay men. But even here, the
mere fact of being male isn't experienced as a form of prh1.
lege, becawie gay men are al.'1o male.
An exception to these patterns can occur for those who are
privileged by gender or raee hut find themselves ranked low in
t~rms of social class. To protect themselves from feeling and
being seen as on the bottom of the ladder, they may go out of
their way to compare themselves to women 01 people of color
by emphasiling their supposed gender or racial superiority.
This can appear as an exaggerated sense of masculinity, for
example, or as overt attempts to put women or people of color
"in their place," inclUding by harassment, violence, or behavior
that is openly contemptuous or demeaning.
A corollary to being priVileged without knowing it is to be
on the olher side of privilege without necessarily feeling that. For
example, I sometimes hear a woman say something like, "I've
never been oppressed as a woman." Often this is said to 'chal
lenge the idea that male privilege exists at all. But this confuses
the social position of females and males as social categories with
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one woman's subjective experience of belonging to one of those
categories. They aren't the same. For various reasons-includ
ing social-elass privilege or an unusual family experience or sim
ply being young-she may have avoided a direct confrontation
with many of the consequences of being female in a society that
privileges maleness, Or she may have managed to overcome
them to a degree that she doesn't feel hampered by them. Or
she may be engaging in denial. Or she may be unaware of how
she is discriminated against (unaware, perhaps, that being a
woman is the reason her professors ignore her in class) or may
have so internalized her subordinate status that she doesn'l see
it as a problem (thinking, perhaps, that women are ignored
because they aren't intelligent enough to say anything worth lis
tening to). Regardless of what her experience is based on, it is
just that-her experience-and it doesn't have to square with
the larger social reality thal everyone (including her) musl deal
with one way or another. h's like living in a rainy climate and
somehow avoiding being rained on yourself. It's still a rainy
place to be and getting wet is something most people have to
deal wilh.

The Paradox That PTivilege
Doesn't Necessmily Make You Happy

I
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I often hear men deny the existence of male privilege by saying
they don't feel happy or fulfilled in lheir own lives. They reason
that you can't be both privileged and miserable, or, as one man
put it, "Privilege means 'having all the goodies,'" so if you don't
feel good, then you must not be privileged.
This is a common reaction that is related to the difference
between individuals on the one hand and social categories on
the other. Knowing that someone belongs to one or more of
the privileged categories, '\"hite," or "heterosexual," or "male,"
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doesn't tell us what life is actually like for them. Belonging to a
privileged category improves the odds in favor of certain kinds
of advantages and preferential treatment, but it doesn't guaran.
tee anything for any given individual. Being born white, male,
and upper-class, for example, is a powerful combination of priv
ileged calegories lhal would certainly pUl a person in line for all
kinds of valued lhings. BUl lhey could still wind up losing il all
in the stock market and living under a bridge in a cardboard
box. Nonetheless, even though the privilege attached to race,
gender, and social class didn't work out for them, the privilege
itself still exists as a fact of social life.
Another reason privilege and happiness often don't go to
gether is that pdvilege can exact a Cost from those who have il.
To have pdvilege is to participate in a system that confers advan
tage and dominance at the expense of other people, and that
can cause distress to t.hose who benefit from il. White privilege,
for example, comes at a huge cost to people of color, and on
some level white people must struggle with this knowledge.
Thal's where all the guill comes from and the lenglhs to which
white people will go to avoid feeling and looking at it. In similar
ways, male privilege exacts a cost as men compete with other
men and strive to prove their manhood so that they can con
tinue to be co Un ted among "real men" who are worthy of being
set apart from-and above-women. It should come as no sur
prise that men often feel unhappy and that they associate their
unhappiness with the fact of being men.

OPPRESSION: THE FLIP SIDE
OF PRIVILEGE
For every social category that is privileged, one or more other
categories are oppressed in relation to it. The concept of op
pression points to social forces that tend to "press" upon people
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;'Inc! hold them down, to hem them in and block their pursuit of
a good life, Just a~ privilege tends to open doors of oppu!tunity,
oppression tends to slam them shut. 15
Like prj\~)egc. oppression results from the social relation
ship between privHeged and oppressed categories, which makes
it possible for indh'iclllais to vary in their personal experience
of being oppressed ("I've nevel been oppressed as a woman").

This also
of being
category.
as whiles

mcnns, however.. that in order to have tile experience
oppressed, it is '":lcccssary to belong to an oppressed
In other words, men canlJot be oppressed as meH, just
cannot be oppressed as whites or heterosextlals ,Vi; het
erosexuals because a group can be opprcsserl only if there exists
another group that has the power to oppress them.
A5 we saw e'-lflier, peopJe in privilegcd categories can cer
tainly feel bad in ways that (an re.'iemblc oppression. Men, for
example, t:<ln feci burdened by what they take to be their
responsibility to provide for their families. Or they can feci lim
hed and even damaged by the requirement that "real men"
must avoid expressing feelings other th"'ll anger. But <lhhotlgh
belonging to a privileged category costs them something that
may feel oppressive, to call it oppression distorts the nalurc of
whOlt is happening to them and why.
It ignores, for example, the fact that the cost of male privi
lege is far oUlweighed by the benenls, while the oppressive cost
of being female is not outweighed by corresponding benefjts.
~1isal'plying the label of "oppression" also tempts us into the
false argulIlent that if men and women are buth oppres-'icd be
calise of gentler. then one oppression babnces oul the other
<tnd no privilege OUl be said to exist. So when we try to J;)bel the
pain lhat men feel because of gender (or tllat whites feel be
calise of racism, and so on), whether we call it "oppre.'ision" or
simply "pain" makes a Illlge difference in how we perceive the
1V0rld and how il works.
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The complexity o("l;ystcrn.l; of privilege makes il pos,'iihle, of
course, fot' men to experience oppression if they also happen to
be people of color or ga}' or in a lower social cJtlSS, but not
becall.~e they arc male. In Ihe .'iarne way, whitcs can experience
oppression as women, homosexu;ll.'i, or members oflo1\'er social
dasscs, but not UeCflll.';C they're whitt'.
Note also thai becausc oppre.l;.l;ion resuhs [rom rclations
between social categories, it is not possible to he oppressed br
society itself. Living in a particular .mcicly Lim make people feci
misertlulc, but we can't Ctll] lhal misery "oppression" unless it
arises from being on the losing end in a systcm of privilege.
That can'l happen in relation to society as a wholc, because a
society im't somcthing that ctln be the recipienl of privilege.
OnJy people can do lhis by helonging 10 privileged categories in
relation to other categories that areH'1.
Finally, it's import.1:nt to point olltthat belonging to a privi
leged catcgory that has all oprre~.~ive rclalion!ihip willa anolher
isn't the liMlle as being an oppressive jJt!rJollwho beha\'cs in op
pre.'i.'5ive ""ays. That white.'i as a social category oppress people of
color as a social category, for exampJe. is a social fact. That
docsn't, however, teU liS how a particular white jJerJou thinks or
feels auulIt particular people of coJor or behaves toward them.
This can he a subtle distinction to hang on to. but hang on to it
we must jfwc're going to maintain a clear idea of what oppres
sion is and how it wOlks.

